Dear Members and Friends,

Members of the GSI Coordinating Council will be participating in the Liberation 75 conference May 4 – 9, 2021 and we hope you will join us May 4th for How to Tell Your Parents’ Stories and on May 5th for The Future of Survivor Communities.

There were many moving Yom Hashoah V’Hagvurah commemoration programs in recent weeks. We have collected some of them in the FYI section below. We are still accepting archived programs, including commemorations, that have not already been published in our newsletters.

Please remember we publish a combined summer edition of our newsletter which will cover events from mid-July – August. Feel free to send in your summer and fall program information at your earliest convenience.

Stay safe and be well,

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.
Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC will reopen to the public on May 17th, 2021. Detailed information can be found here. Also, the USHMM issued a statement on the Armenian Genocide.

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

International Conference Marking the 25th Anniversary of Yad LaYeled Children's Memorial Museum

**The Jewish Child during and after the Holocaust: Research and Pedagogy in a Changing World**

May 3, 2021   3:30 – 8:00 pm Israel time
Virtual

**Liberation 75 in 2021**

May 4 – 9, 2021
Virtual, Worldwide

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

Chhange 2021 Virtual Colloquium

**We Will Be Heard** with Alexandra Zapruder

May 12, 2021, 9:30 am ET
Center for Holocaust, Human Rights & Genocide Education, Lincroft, NJ

**Social Justice and the Holocaust**

Interactive session for teachers and students

May 20, 2021   9:00 am ET
Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

**Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice**

June 1 – 11, 2021
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Virtual ‘Taster’ Edition of the Biennial European Summer Institute on the Holocaust and Jewish Civilization
June 15 – 17, 2021
Holocaust Research Institute at Royal Holloway, University of London, London, UK
Call for applications: HolocaustRI@rhul.ac.uk

The Search for Humanity After Atrocity
June 17 – 20, 2021
Kean University, Union, NJ
For more: https://www.kean.edu/NEHSeminar

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now— May 2, 2021—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America. The NY Times recommends visiting the Museum's website for historical information, blog posts, and videos that give further depth to the exhibition.

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope.

Now—June 27, 2021—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky

Now – July 11, 2021—Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
US Holocaust Memorial Museum Exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

May 1, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—CANDLES Museum, Terre Haute, IN
The Ethics of Rescue: The Story of the Liberation of Bergen-Belsen

May 2, 2021, 11:30 am ET—Yeshiva University, New York, NY
Book launch: The Rabbi of Buchenwald: The Life and Times of Herschel Schacter

May 2, 2021, 12:00 pm CT—Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Flight in memory of the souls of Auschwitz with Major General Elyezer Shkedy
May 2, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Jewish Study Center, Washington, DC
*The Survivors’ Talmud*, sometimes called the US Army Talmud

May 2, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
*Letters to Josef Tiso, President of the Slovak State 1939-1945* with Madeline Vadkerty

May 3, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Hidden Child Foundation, New York, NY
Film *Diamonds in the Snow* and panel discussion with film maker Mira Binford

May 3, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—American Society for Yad Vashem, New York, NY
*Stories that Survived* with Marlene Yahalom

May 4, 2021, 12:00 pm CT—Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Conversation with the Author – Alan Gratz, author of *Refugee*

May 4, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*New Beginnings: Jewish Refugees After the Holocaust* with David Nasaw, Esther Safran Foer, and Joseph Berger

May 4, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, Bayside, NY
*Intergenerational Trauma, Memory, and Stories Carried Forward* with Dr. Marianne Hirsch.

May 5, 2021, 10:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
2G Speaker Florie Sagett will tell her parents’ stories. Join live on the museum’s Facebook Page

May 5, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book talk: *Information Hunters* with author Kathy Peiss

May 5, 2021, 4:00 pm CT—Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Talkback for *Complicit* movie; Q&A with Creator/Producer Robert Krakow and SS St. Louis Passengers Sonja Geismar and Eva Wiener. To watch the film before the talkback go to: https://vimeo.com/184748077 and use the password: complicit

May 5, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
Author Event: *The Art of Inventing Hope Intimate Conversations with Elie Wiesel* with Howard Reich

May 6, 2021, 1900 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
*From Tragedy to Reflection: Christian Understanding of the Holocaust* with Dr. Susanna Kokkonen

May 6, 2021, 6:30 pm ET—Manchester City Library, Manchester, NH
Virtual program: *The Holocaust: Our Duty to Remember – But What?*

May 6, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Holocaust Human Rights & Genocide Education, Lincroft, NJ
*The Ballerina of Auschwitz: An Evening with Dr. Edith Eger*
May 9, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Polin Museum, **Warsaw, Poland**

**Meet the Family: Ilya Schor.** Mira Schor, in conversation with **Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett,** will explore the life and work of her father.

May 9, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Stories Survive** with **Elizabeth Bellack.** Suggested donation.

May 9, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, **Greenlawn, NY**

**Faye Schulman, Partisan and Photographer** with Shelley Saywell, Joanne Gilbert and **Mitch Braff**

May 9, 2021, 4:00 pm Israel time—Ghetto Fighter’s House, **Western Galilee, Israel**

**Polish-Jewish Relations through the Lens of the Camera** with director **Slawomir Grunberg**

May 10, 2021, 4:00 pm ET, Center for Jewish History, **New York, NY**

**Contextualizing the Jewish Orphan Experience,** authors' talk with **Bernice Lerner** and **Marlene Trestman**

May 10, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Book Talk: Goering's Man in Paris** with author **Jonathan Petropoulos**

May 12, 2021, 10:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, **Skokie, IL**

**2G Speaker Howard Jeruchimowitz** will tell his grandparents’ stories. Join live on the museum’s **Facebook Page**

May 12, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center, **Maitland, FL**

**In My Own Words with Judith Rapp Hara**

May 12, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, **Naples, FL**

**Blessed is the Match** with Museum Docent **Steve Brazina** and guests Film Producer **Roberta Grossman** and Professor **Elissa Sampson**

May 13, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest, **New Jersey**

**Bagels and Books: The Book of Lost Names** by **Kristen Harmel**

May 13, 2021, 12:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, **Skokie, IL**

**Pinchas Gutter – Reflections of the Holocaust and Apartheid**

May 16, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Polin Museum, **Warsaw, Poland**

**Theatre, Film, Art: What is the Legacy of Polish Jews?** The discussion with **Edna Nahshon, Jim Hoberman,** and **Dr. Tamara Sztyma** will be moderated by Prof. **Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett.**

May 17 – August 27, 2021—Wiener Holocaust Library, **London, UK**

**Exhibit: Death Marches: Evidence and Memory**
May 17, 2021, 13:30 GMT—Holocaust Research Institute, Royal Holloway, University of London, London, UK
**The Holocaust and Social Media – Online Discussion**

May 19, 2021, 11:30 am ET—Center for Holocaust Human Rights & Genocide Education, Lincroft, NJ
**The “1942“ Race Study” of Jewish Families in the Tarnow Ghetto**

May 19, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Historical Trauma and Cultural Healing in 2021** with Dr. Irit Felsen, Dr. Nina Fischer, Dr. Jessica Gourneau and Sam Simmons. Suggested donation.

May 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Love It Was Not Screening and Discussion** with director Maya Sarfaty, co-producer Kurt Langbein and Columbia University film professor Annette Insdorf

May 23, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Jewish Family Service of Orange County, Woodstock, NY
**Honoring Holocaust Survivors: A Concert of Resilience and Hope 2021.** Register [here](#)

May 23, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—CHAIM, Minneapolis, MN
**Nazi Manipulation of Birth to Implement Genocide** with Dr. Beverley Chalmers

May 24, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Unpacking “The Archive Thief”** with author Dr. Lisa Leff and Dr. Jonathan Brent

May 25, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
**From Two Vantage Points: The Story of a Complex Liberation** with Bernice Lerner

May 25, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II** with author Leah Garrett and Kim Masters, whose father was a member of X Troop. Suggested donation.

May 25, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**Hear Their Cry: Understanding the Jewish Orphan Experience** with Dr. Natalia Aleksiun, Dr. Joshua C. Andy, Emily Bengels and Katharina Menschick

May 27, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Stories Survive** with survivors Henry and Bernard Schanzer

May 27, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book Talk: **X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II** with author Leah Garrett

June 2, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**Book Discussion: Plunder** by Menachem Kaiser, the story of the author’s quest to reclaim his family’s apartment building in Poland.
June 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
A Conversation with Menachem Rosensaft About the Second Generation

June 10, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with survivor Ivan Vamos

June 18, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Zoom online summer book talk with Jennifer Rosner who will discuss her novel, The Yellow Bird Sings. For information and registration Michelle.Edgar@Raritanval.edu.

June 27, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center, Maitland, FL
In My Own Words with Claire Soria

July 11, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Center Florida, Maitland, FL
In My Own Words with Silvia Foti

August 29, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Center Florida, Maitland, FL
In My Own Words with Inge Koele

FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI… Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives April 1, 2021
Arolsen Archive April 8, 2021
Arolsen Archive April 29, 2021
Yad Vashem April 4, 2021
Yad Vashem April 7, 2021
Yad Vashem April 12, 2021
Yad Vashem April 19, 2021
Yad Vashem April 26, 2021
Memoria Magazine
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI… The YIVO Institute for Jewish Research is pleased to announce the launch of remote research sessions with a YIVO archivist. Researchers will have the opportunity to go through YIVO Archives materials of their choosing with a YIVO archivist via Zoom. Reference photos can be taken by the archivist during the research session and immediately shared with the researcher. If a researcher requires high-resolution images, arrangements can be made during the session. Sessions are now available during business hours (ET) on Thursdays.
**FYI…** Award-winning director and ASU professor Michael King and Joyce D. Mandell, Executive Producer of the documentary *The Rescuers*, are currently seeking "Last Chance" survivors that were saved by Righteous Diplomats during the Holocaust. The "Last Chance" survivors, relatives, and diplomat's family members' testimonials will be part of the new Rescuers Collection at the USC/Shoah Foundation in a few months. Please contact Michael King at [www.rescuersdoc.com](http://www.rescuersdoc.com) if you have information on survivors and relatives of the Righteous Diplomats. Here is a list of the rescuers:

- **Brazil:** Aracy De Carvalho, Luiz Martins de Souza Dantas
- **China:** Feng Shan Ho
- **Ecuador:** Manuel Munoz
- **El Salvador:** Jose Castellanos
- **France:** François de Vial
- **Italy:** Pacifico Marchesini, Giorgio Perlasca, Angelo Rotta
- **Peru:** Jose Maria Baretto
- **Poland:** Władysław Bartoszewski, Konstanty Rokicki
- **Portugal:** Carlos Sampaio
- **Romania:** Constánțin Karadja, Florian Manoliu
- **Slovakia:** Ján Spišiak
- **Spain:** Angel Sanz Briz, Eduardo Propper de Callejon, Sebastian Radigales, Jose Santaella
- **Sweden:** Per Anger, Lars Berg, Carl Ivan Danielsson, Elow Kihlgren
- **Switzerland:** Harald Feller, Ernst Prodolliet, Ernst Vonrufs, Peter Zurcher
- **Turkey:** Necdet Kent
- **Yugoslavia:** Franjo Puncuch

**FYI…** The Holocaust survivor community in Las Vegas, NV: the COVID pandemic has caused everyone to adapt. A small group of volunteers worked to ensure that all the survivors who wanted the vaccines were able to get them. Since in-person meetings are not possible, monthly luncheons are sent to the survivors. All the survivors have had the opportunity to receive computer tablets (and service) so they can connect with the outside world more frequently. Every few weeks the survivors get together for Zoom meetings.

In Las Vegas, the survivor community has done well by working with community members to promote Holocaust education and remembrance. It is not a large or wealthy community, but by working with local educational institutions, as well as social service, law enforcement and governmental agencies, new and innovative methods of Holocaust education are being developed. One example is the post-Holocaust series of interviews conducted by volunteers and edited by students from the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) film department. That collection is housed at UNLV and the US Holocaust Memorial Museum. For more information contact [genshoah@gmail.com](mailto:genshoah@gmail.com).

**FYI…** The United Nations Holocaust Outreach Program *In Their Words*

**FYI…** The Museum of Jewish Heritage is offering an online Introduction to the Holocaust course on Wednesdays during the month of June. For more information [click here](https://www.mjm.org/education/online-learning/).  

**FYI…** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the Corona virus shutdown. Here are some of them. Note: Yom Hashoah Commemorations are marked **.
February 1, 2021: Meet Francheska Gelbart
March 5, 2021: Death Marches: Evidence and Memory. Gallery Walk-Through
March 8, 2021: Virtual Event: Family History and the Holocaust
March 30, 2021: Liberated, But Not Free: Jewish Holocaust Survivors and American Forces in Postwar Germany
March 31, 2021: Vladka Meed – A Resistance Fighter
March 31, 2021: View Dana's story
April 1, 2021: The Memory Generation
April 7, 2021: Defining an Unimaginable Crime: The Story of Rafael Lemkin
April 8, 2021: Chess Masters to the Holocaust and Beyond-Survivor David Friedman's Art with Miriam Friedman
April 8, 2021: Diversity Talk Series: Yom Hashoah Observance
April 8, 2021: Voices from the Void and Survivor Stories: Liberation Onwards and The Dov Landau Story
April 9, 2021: A Yom Hashoah Conversation – Guy Nattiv and Eva Trenk
April 9, 2021: South African Jewish Board of Deputies and South African Holocaust Genocide Foundation Commemoration
April 11, 2021: Chief Rabbi Goldstein’s Weekly Webinars with Rabbi Marvin Hier
April 14, 2021: First Person conversations with Holocaust Survivors: Peter Feigl
April 15, 2021: Helen Epstein’s Reflections on Children of Holocaust Survivors
April 18, 2021: (1) The Eichmann Trial: 60 years on - YouTube
April 20, 2021: The Light of Days: The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler’s Ghettos
April 20, 2021: Warsaw Ghetto Uprising: An Ongoing Struggle?
April 21, 2021: The Quest for Justice after the Holocaust
April 21, 2021: View Daniel's story
April 23, 2021: Exploring Neuroscience and the Legacy of the Holocaust
April 25, 2021: Holocaust Remembrance Around the World: United States
  **Yad Vashem Holocaust Remembrance Day
  **US Holocaust Memorial Museum Days of Remembrance
  **Museum of Jewish Heritage Annual Gathering of Remembrance
  **From Grief to Hope
  **Music of Remembrance concert Violins of Hope
  **In Pursuit of Justice: 75 Years After The Nuremberg Trials
**Nevada State Holocaust Commemoration**

**Music for Remembrance on Yom Hashoah – Terezin Music Foundation**

**Joint Yom Hashoah 2021 McDonald International Shul**

**Watch the virtual dedication of a new memorial at the site of the Babyn Yar massacre on Holocaust Remembrance Day.**

**Opening of symbolic synagogue at Babyn Yar**

**It Started With Words**

**Watch the Simon Wiesenthal Center’s global program commemorating Yom Hashoah**

**Holocaust Center for Humanity Yom Hashoah Commemoration: Ingrid and Maud: A Holocaust Story of a Rescuer and the Rescued**

**Remembering the Town Known as Auschwitz: Yom HaShoah Commemoration**

**3GNY Yom Hashoah Event featuring Grandchildren of Holocaust Survivors and survivor Hedy Bohm**

**Our Special Story**

**Defiant Requiem Foundation & Maestro Murry Sidlin**

**Voices of Hope Yom Hashoah program**

**(382) Yom HaShoah Commemoration 04.07.2021 - YouTube (Kean University & MetroWest)**

**Phoenix Holocaust Commemoration**

**Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center Yom HaShoah Commemoration**

**Commemorating Yom HaShoah Through Art and the Words of Survivors**

**Chapman University Evening of Holocaust Remembrance**

**Remembering Resistance: The 1942 Tuczyn Ghetto Uprising**

**Palm Beach County Schools Holocaust Commemoration**

**Jewish Responses to the Holocaust: 1933 - 1945**

**City of Carmel's 2021 Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony**

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)

Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles

Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum

Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous

Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre

Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center

Click here for past programs from Liberation 75

Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs

Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos can also be found here.

Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs

Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute

Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library

Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs

Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures that you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.

Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum:

12 Years That Shook the World explores stories of real people, the choices they made, and specific moments in Holocaust history from 1933–1945. This podcast is released in seasons, twice-yearly.

FYI… The Museum of Jewish Heritage’s Tribute Page In Memoriam: We honor the memories of the Holocaust survivors we’ve recently lost in these profiles below. Use this link to submit a memorial for inclusion.

FYI… From the Simon Wiesenthal Center

FYI... From the USC Shoah Foundation
The Memory Generation Podcast is a new monthly podcast on the inheritance of memory in many different ways, linked to genocide.

FYI... The Rachel and Rafael Olewski collection of Bergen-Belsen memorabilia is now online.

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

Holocaust Survivors Have Lingering Health Impacts

World Global Population Of Jews Still Not Recovered From The Holocaust, Demographic Study Finds

The future of Holocaust remembrance

Holocaust memory must guide our ‘new normal’

Billy Wilder in Weimar Berlin

German Athletics Officials Urge Joint Berlin-Tel Aviv Bid for 2036 Olympic Games, One Century After Nazi Regime Hosted Them

Presidency Of International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Passes To Greece

Trans-Atlantic Webinar Features Educators On The Holocaust

Auschwitz Falls Short As A Symbol For The Holocaust

Holocaust Education Is for Everyone, Not Just Jews - The Media Line

2021 MOTL commemorates Holocaust virtually and globally | DW | 07.04.2021

The future of Holocaust remembrance

Yom Hashoah: Let’s get personal

Don’t forget, Jews fought and died for America

Why It Took Decades for LGBTQ Stories to Be Included in Holocaust History

Student Coders From 6 Nations Hack For Holocaust Survivors

Study: Health Impacts of Holocaust Linger Long After Survival | Hamodia.com

March of the Living virtual event to honor medical profession, past and present

Bombs Over Germany: A Passover Video

Polish diplomats in Japan helped save Jews from Holocaust

The Grandparents I Never Knew
Scholars Fear Impact Of Poland's New Law On The Holocaust

How A Chicago Teacher Sparked 'A Memory War,' Forcing Lithuania To Confront Its Nazi Past

Pandemic Amped Up Anti-Semitism, Forced It Online

Opinion: Covid protesters must stop exploiting symbols of the Holocaust

U.S.-based neo-Nazi gang to be banned from United Kingdom

Hitler's 1936 Olympics antics are a lesson for helping China's Uyghurs

Holocaust History In North Africa Explored

The Canadian Media Have A Duty To Treat Judi Never The Same Way They Treated Ernest Zundel

Canadian Supreme Court Justice Rosalie Abella appointed Pisar Visiting Professor of Law at Harvard Law School - Harvard Law Today

Camille Pissarro: Transatlantic struggle for painting stolen by Nazis

French Resistance and Holocaust documentary film Colette vies for an Oscar

A Place to Call Home

Armani removes from sale blazer resembling Holocaust concentration-camp uniform

To combat Shoah denial, call out Arab anti-Semitism

Associated Press Changes Spelling of ‘Anti-Semitism’ to ‘Antisemitism,’ Joining Leading Experts

Armenia

How Armenia's 1915 ‘Musa Dagh’ fighters inspired Jews to resist Nazi genocide

Australia

The importance of kiddush for a Holocaust survivor - reflection

German-Australian Author Walter Kaufmann Dies At 97

Reunited one last time

Soviet victims remembered

Nazi-Looted Treasure Returned To Heirs In Australia After 80 Years

Memorialising Destruction With Creation

The Holocaust Is My Heritage: Bearing The Scars And Stories Of Survivor Grandparents

Australian watchdog slams 'perverse' auction of Hitler's personal items

Perth Jews told to leave Nazi auction

Former Nazi's Name Removed From Mt. Hutt Ski Attractions

Watch Paul Kelly and Julia Stone cover Leonard Cohen's 'The Partisan'

Breaking Down Berlin With Writer Joanna Murray Smith
Austria

Nazi police chief in Vienna spied for West Germany
He Led Hitler's Secret Police In Austria. Then He Spied For The West
Nazi who spied for US was allowed to avoid trial until his death in 1975
Austrian Anti-Semitism Incidents Hit Record In 2020, Report Says
Cop Sentenced to Prison for Posting Photo of Hitler's Favorite Food

Bahrain

Commemorating the Holocaust while building a more tolerant Middle East

Belarus

‘Not too late to show gratitude’: First housing project for elderly rescuers who saved Jews in the Holocaust launches in Belarus

Canada

Court Refuses To Stop Government From Trying To Kick Oberlander Out Of Canada For His Past
Religious Leaders Decry Moose Jaw Today Editorial Comparing Pandemic Restrictions, Holocaust
‘How dare he’: Kingston Jewish council reacts to Randy Hillier’s Holocaust tweet
Canadian Jewish group angered by Holocaust imagery at anti-mask protest
‘It has to stop’: Outrage over graffiti equating Dr. Bonnie Henry to Auschwitz ‘angel of death’
A Second Tragedy For Montreal's Holocaust Survivors
Nick Lees: Holocaust research by Dutch student leads to magnificent Edmonton connections
Watch: Horrific Details of Hitler's Final Solution Known to 'Indifferent' Free World in 1943
Jewish War Hero Who Fought Nazis Wins Canada’s Highest Honor for Volunteering

China

How China saved more than 20,000 Jews during WW2

Czech Republic

Terezin ghetto and concentration camp falling 'deeper into ruin'

Dubai

Watch: Israeli delegation attends historic Yom Hashoah program in Dubai
Holocaust remembrance in a Muslim country
France
Oscar-nominated filmmakers to produce documentary on French Nazi hunters Serge and Beate Klarsfeld
Oscar Nominated Filmmakers To Make Documentary On Nazi Hunting French Couple

Germany
Germany Marks 76 Years Since the Buchenwald Concentration Camp’s Liberation
The Other Nuremberg Trials, Seventy-Five Years On
Germany won’t prosecute 95-year-old former concentration camp guard deported from US
A German car company keeps reminding us of Hitler’s horrific legacy
Stumbling Over History in Berlin
Jewish Music In Germany After The Holocaust
Holocaust survivors use social media to fight anti-Semitism
Auschwitz survivor Zilli Schmidt: Fearing new Nazis today | DW | 08.04.2021

Greece
Greece assumes presidency of International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance
How Brave Greek Islanders Saved a Jewish Family During the Holocaust

Hungary
Jozsef ’Csibi’ Braun: The Tragic Story Of A Jewish Soccer Star
The earrings from Beregszász: Restoring a Holocaust victim's identity
Memorial Day Of Hungarian Victims Of Holocaust Marked
Excerpt: In Dreams Together | Jewish Book Council
A Musical Score Made of Holocaust Voices

Israel
Sirens blare as Israel comes to a standstill in remembrance of Holocaust victims
At Yad Vashem, six Holocaust survivors carry torch in memory of 6 million lost
Yad Vashem online exhibit emphasizes the power of family
The Israel Philharmonic Performs the Theme from Schindler's List Continuing Our Commitment to "Never Again"
A Holocaust Remembrance Day Presentation
Images of Holocaust survivors displayed at Jerusalem city hall
Holocaust Trauma Lingers In Survivors Driving Up Cancer, Heart Disease
Jerusalem Museum Opens 5 Star Hotel For Holocaust Survivors
EU ambassador to Israel holds Holocaust memorial event in living room
The First Lesson of the Holocaust: The Jewish People Will Never Allow Anyone to Do This to Us Again
Who Opposed Eichmann's Execution?
Israel Honours Holocaust Victims As Covid-19 Vaccines Keep Survivors Alive
The Missing Stories of Sexual Abuse During the Holocaust
I had a good view of Adolf Eichmann
Watch: New organization provides doctors for Holocaust survivors
Construction ministry launches renovation project for Holocaust survivors
A spiritual aliyah for one Holocaust survivor
Nonprofit uses tech to bring Holocaust memory into the future
Young Israelis Reflect On The Holocaust
The Holocaust, Shtetl Ivenets, Past and Present Loose Ends
The success story of the Holocaust survivors in Israel - comment
New Yom Hashoah ritual aims to bridge remembrance to a post-survivor world
Can a new ritual shift our relationship to the Holocaust?
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Netanyahu tells the story of Sara's father
Netanyahu's Holocaust Remembrance Day speech a wretched insult - opinion
How Holocaust survivors secured Israel’s future
The heroic story of the Jewish Brigade in WWII
David Ben David Cheated Death... and Missed Israel's Birth
Living through Holocaust to die in 1948, with no one to mourn
The Invincible Group Of 10 Women Who Survived The Holocaust Together
A Visit With Raphael Mechoulam, the Israeli Godfather of Cannabinoid Research
The Nation of the Dry Bones
Watch: Holocaust Survivor Commemorates Grandson, an IDF Soldier, on Yom HaZikaron
How does a Holocaust-themed escape room keep victims' memories alive?
Tel Aviv museum restituting artwork as items of huge Berlin collection found
Photographic Evidence Shows Palestinian Leader Amin al-Husseini at a Nazi Concentration Camp
The crumbling walls of Arab Holocaust denial
Operation Atlas Casts Light on Nazi Attempts to Squelch the Jewish State
Palestinian media claims Holocaust refugees 'bit the hand that fed them'
Watch: Jerusalemite opens mini-Holocaust museum in home
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Two survivors' tales of survival and hope
From Holocaust to Israel: Bringing my parents' experience full-circle

Holocaust Remembrance Day: Remember, appreciate Israel - editorial

Is Holocaust art possible? A murderous shade of blue is one painter's answer

**Italy**

This 90-year-old Holocaust survivor is a ‘senator for life’ in her native Italy. She also receives constant anti-Semitic threats.

Poussin painting stolen by Nazis found in Italy, returned to French Jewish owner

Israel Phil plays Schindler on Holocaust Day - Slipped Disc

Nazis in Italy disrupt Israeli ambassador's Holocaust memorial event

**Lithuania**

Revisionist Historian Who Glorifies Nazi Collaborators Is Nominated as Head of State-Sponsored Genocide Center in Lithuania

Far-Right Historian Who Poses Proudly with Posters of Holocaust Collaborators Nominated to Head Lithuania’s “Genocide Center”

Holocaust Revisionist Confirmed as New Head of State-Sponsored ‘Genocide Center’ in Lithuania

**Macedonia**

Revealed: Photos of Macedonian Jews Who Perished in the Holocaust

**Netherlands**

Museum opens at one of Holland’s most infamous Nazi camps

Netherlands inaugurates museum on site of former Nazi concentration camp

Growing up in Anne Frank’s shadow, my kids have known about the Holocaust since before they could speak

Gripping new book reveals how Dutch man saved thousands in the Shoah

Going Against Official Recommendations, Dutch Museum Settles with Heirs of Jewish Owner of Baroque Painting

Dutch museum will pay $240K to owners of Nazi-looted painting it won’t return

Dutch soccer fans chant ‘Hamas, Jews to the gas’ before match against Ajax

**New Zealand**

Those Who Saved Jewish Lives During The Holocaust Remembered

Elim Christian College Hosts Holocaust Memorial Event
Pakistan
Pakistan targets Holocaust to appease far-right anti-French Islamists

Poland
The Stories Of Overlooked Female Polish WWII Resistance Fighters
Surprising Ways 3 Women Secretly Fought The Nazis In Poland
Jewish women spied, smuggled, and sabotaged under the Nazis’ noses
Warsaw unveils monument to secret underground archive that documented the Holocaust’s horror
Oldest surviving ‘Righteous Among Nations,’ who saved Jewish boy, dies age 101
Hiding in a Vegetable Bin Saved Their Lives
Former SS canteen at Auschwitz bears witness to Holocaust history - France 24
To highlight banality of evil, group seeks to restore SS canteen at Auschwitz
On this day 78 years ago, the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising broke out
Liberated Warsaw Through The Eyes Of Soviet Photographers
‘Heroic’ Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Remembered With Personal Stories, Symbolic Flowers on Anniversary of Outbreak
Women Of The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Remembered
Monument Unveiled To Remember Warsaw Ghetto's Buried Archive Of Anguish
Letters From Minsk: The Warsaw Ghetto
Guest Appearance: Remembering The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
Poles To Mark 78th Anniversary Of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising With Sirens, Daffodils
Polish musicians reclaim Warsaw's Jewish past with song
Jewish ghosts haunting today’s Warsaw channeled by Israeli director in new film
Appointment of Hardline Nationalist to Auschwitz Museum Council Intensifies Fears Over Polish Government’s Holocaust Commemoration Policies
Polish Jewish leader quits Auschwitz museum board over right-wing politician’s appointment
2 more historians quit Auschwitz museum board over right-wing politician’s appointment
3 Resign From Auschwitz Council After Politician Appointed
Why are Jews, Poles still arguing about the Holocaust?
Fooling with facts on Poland's role in the Holocaust
Touched by an Angel
You Are Not A Guest
Monument for Holocaust victims defaced with swastikas in Poland
Polish university calls lecturer’s anti-Semitic blood libel part of ‘scientific discourse’
Portugal
New Dawn: Portugal Jewish Community Springs To Life

Romania
Singer Shlomo Artzi’s father honored for rescuing thousands of Jews in Holocaust

Russia
Nazi Atrocities at Stalingrad Revealed in Declassified Documents (newsweek.com)

Spain
The importance of the Oporto Holocaust Museum

UK
Prince Philip, who opposed Nazis and was first British royal to visit Israel, dies at 99
The day Prince Philip spoke at Yad Vashem on ‘man’s capacity for inhumanity’
Prince Philip’s Mother Saved Jews during the Holocaust
Prince Philip’s ‘extraordinary’ mother hailed by woman whose family she saved
Daughter of Holocaust survivor on Duke of Edinburgh's mother
Holocaust Survivor Praises Duke Of Edinburgh Award For Changing Lives
Belsen 76 - Learn To Re-Humanize The Victims Of The Holocaust
He killed a Nazi guard, fled ghetto with fake identities and joined the UK army
‘They’re old but they’re still guilty’: last Nazi hunter in a race against time
Over 30,000 tune into virtual Yom HaShoah ceremony
Ronnie O’Sullivan, Matt Lucas and Robert Peston hear Shoah survivor testimony
Two Jewish boys among 13 children saved from the Nazis are reunited
Peer Donates 2 Million Pounds To Cambridge College In Memory Of Auschwitz Survivor Mother
One in six million: Writer’s shock as friend gets aunt’s Shoah candle
Holocaust survivor Bernard Grunberg buried near family tribute
Forgotten Holocaust Rescuer - remembered...finally
How should we honour the 'angels' of the Holocaust when they're gone? | The Spectator
Story Of First Recorded Holocaust Testimony Revealed In New Podcast
What A Fighter, What A Hero, What A Fantastic Man
Renowned Artist Sculpts Holocaust Survivor Mala Tribich During Live Event
Jason Isaacs Narrates Heartbreaking Holocaust Film
London medical school prof called out for invoking the Holocaust in COVID tweets
Anti-lockdown protesters wear yellow stars and carry ‘vaccine holocaust’ banners
Holocaust Denier Alison Chabloz Jailed Over Barrage Of Anti-Semitic Abuse
British court jails Holocaust denier for inciting hatred against Jews
British court sentences Holocaust denier to prison time for ‘baiting Jews’
Our 5 year fight to imprison Holocaust denier Alison Chabloz
A London police officer belonged to a terrorist neo-Nazi group. He was exposed by an anonymous hacker.
London Police Officer Convicted of Membership in Neo-Nazi ...
Anti-Semitic blogger who said 'Hitler was right' appeals jail term
97-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Still Working As A GP
What Researching My Family's Nazi History Taught Me About How To Approach The Past
Review: A Fairy Tale Unmasked The Teacher And The Nazi Slaves
A wounded landscape, a photographer’s mission
The brave young women who defied the Nazis
Child Holocaust Survivor Testimonies Shortlisted For Book Prize
Survivor’s story that will stir teachers in Scotland
Crook Madoff Even Stole From Holocaust Charities
School Student Expelled for Sending Nazi Pic to Jewish Classmate
New short film skewers the ‘Miss Hitler’ beauty pageant — and the everyday anti-Semitism it represents
Exclusive: 'We are not like that', says distraught mother of convicted Neo-Nazi Oliver Bel
Cambridge graduate said extermination was ‘best option’ for Jews and obtained bomb manual

Ukraine
Collapsible synagogue opens on former killing ground of Babyn Yar in Ukraine
‘The Only House of Remembrance of the Holocaust by Bullets’: Synagogue Unveiled at Memorial to Babi Yar Massacre in Kiev
Holocaust Memorials Are Monuments Against Civilization’s Enemies

USA
U.S. And Germany: How To Deal With The Last Holocaust Perpetrators
The Warsaw Ghetto Revolt Was Initially Dubbed Fake News By Some U.S. Jews
Commemorating Holocaust, Blinken knocks State Dept.’s WWII failure to save Jews
Antony Blinken in Holocaust Day speech recalls past State Department obstruction of bids to save Jews
Blinken highlights failures of the State Department during the Holocaust
Antony Blinken’s Yom HaShoah speech was remarkable – The ...
Blinken's Holocaust Gaffe

2021 Holocaust Day of Remembrance

Elderly Nazis and ‘misplaced sympathy syndrome’

Proclamation On Days Of Remembrance Of Victims Of The Holocaust, 2021 - President Joseph R. Biden

Biden: We must ensure the Holocaust can never be erased from our memories

Jill Biden: Holocaust survivors are 'living testaments that good can triumph over evil'

In Letter, Del. Cox Defends Remarks Invoking Holocaust on House Floor – Maryland Matters

Holocaust Remembrance 80 Years After the Beginning of Hitler's Campaign of Genocide

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum Honors DOJ with Elie Wiesel Award

Just Decades After the Holocaust, the Woke Mob Targets Jews and America

Nazi sympathizer who stormed Capitol poses a threat to Jews, Justice Department Says

Donald Trump Obviously Admired Hitler Says Anne Frank’s Stepsister

Anne Frank’s Stepsister: How Trump Reminds Me of Hitler

22 senators from both parties urge Biden to name anti-Semitism monitor

Dunleavy: Stop Weaponizing Holocaust Imagery

GOP lawmaker marks Holocaust remembrance day by likening child mental health bill to Nazi laws

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Lawmaker's Comments Draw Fire – Maryland Matters

How Holocaust survivors started over | Opinion

Anthony Fauci, Albert Bourla join March of the Living

Anthony Fauci to address COVID-19 and Holocaust

Fauci receives award from Holocaust remembrance group and references Maimonides

Vaccine passports are being compared to yellow Stars of David from the Holocaust

Lexington rabbi responds to Ky. Libertarian Party comparing vaccine passports to the Holocaust

Potential Newsom challenger compares vaccine passport to Nazi laws

Jewish Community Calls For An End On Comparing Coronavirus Vaccine To Holocaust

The Push to Vaccinate 20,000 Holocaust Survivors in New York

Dozens of Holocaust Survivors Receive COVID-19 Vaccine Through AZ Grassroots Effort

More Than 80 Holocaust Survivors Vaccinated Against Covid-19 In Their Brooklyn Homes

Anti-Lockdown Coronavirus Protests Slam Holocaust Symbol

Army Chaplain Pays Tribute to Relatives Killed in the Holocaust
Bipartisan Legislation Introduced in US Congress to Reclaim Unpaid Insurance Policies of Holocaust Victims

Guest Column: Holocaust Victims and Heirs Seek Justice from Defiant Global Insurance Companies — Detroit Jewish News

The Japanese Americans who helped liberate Dachau knew the shared history of anti-Jewish and anti-Asian hate

Liberation Of Dachau And Holocaust Lessons We Haven't Learned

Elie Wiesel’s bust will feature in the National Cathedral. He may (or may not) be the first Jew to get the honor.

Elie Wiesel memorialized with bust at the Washington National Cathedral

National Cathedral Unveils Carving of Elie Wiesel, Nobel Laureate and Chronicler of the Holocaust

When a colleague compared a mental health bill to the Holocaust, she interrupted him. Meet Jewish Maryland lawmaker Shane Pendergrass.

Lawmakers Introduce Resolution Honoring Holocaust Hero Carl Lutz

Daughter, Estate of Holocaust Survivor Sue City, Airline Over Woman's Death

Stern urges support for Holocaust education bill

Thinking Security: Holocaust Remembrance Day - Looking Back Is Not Enough

This chef, born next to a matzah factory, is delivering meals to Holocaust survivors

Reporting the Holocaust Alongside Vacation Ads

Holocaust' Survivor Faces Spokane Nazi At Sentencing: What Can I Do To Convince This Man That The Holocaust Happened?'

New York’s Abysmal Holocaust Knowledge Scores - The River

Holocaust survivors push for greater awareness of its origins

How to fight Holocaust denial in social media – with the evidence of what really happened

Opinion: Why teaching the horrors of the Holocaust is vital

The half-baked hazards of simplifying the Holocaust

New definitions of anti-Semitism are dangerous

The working definition of anti-Semitism needs no rewrite

Boston suburb becomes first in Massachusetts town to adopt IHRA definition

An Open Letter On the Importance Of Including The IHRA Definition In Holocaust Education

PHA And Survivors Call For Immediate Passage Of Holocaust Education Bill

A Definition American Universities Need - Inside Higher Ed

‘New Yorker’ takes heat for article on Polish complicity during Holocaust

FLCC to host leading Holocaust authority
Opinion | Can We Really Picture Auschwitz?

"Most Wonderful Feeling:' Holocaust Survivor Celebrates 95th Birthday in Wayne

One-on-one with Dr Ruth Westheimer

Esther Perel Goes Off Script

The Memory Generation

On the Anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, Recalling the Hope It Offers

NYTF and Congress for Jewish Culture commemorate the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising

Opinion | These Sacred Jewish Books Were Abandoned. Could I Save Them?

Kor shares parents’ survival story at Carmel’s Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony • Current Publishing

Skokie Then and Now

Rebels on the railroad: Confronting El Paso’s Holocaust history

'It started with words': Fearing lost lessons, Holocaust survivors launch new campaign

In New Holocaust Survivor Testimony, Hate Speech Is a Dangerous Seed

Holocaust survivors launch new campaign to show how ‘it started with words’

Holocaust Education Must Teach the Danger of Hateful Words

Holocaust Survivor Fritzie Fritzshall, Cardinal Blase Cupich Share Hate Speech Concerns

Holocaust education binds diverse cultures | Opinion ...

The Holocaust Days of Remembrance bring out history, remind people to guard diversity

Remember and Tell — Holocaust Remembrance Still Powerful Even Presented Virtually

The problem with Holocaust education

John Nichols: Holocaust Education Is Essential

Holocaust Education Bill Passes In Sr. Rose Thering's Home State

Wisconsin Schools Required To Teach Holocaust Under New Law

On Yom HaShoah, why must we remember the Holocaust?

Jonathan P. Baird: Holocaust Denial Is A Gateway To Authoritarianism

Activists Walk Six Million Steps To Remember Holocaust Victims

A Day Of remembrance Marching Against Anti-Semitism During Such A Time As This

Holocaust survivor: Remember what happened so it never happens again

Oregon State Uploads Holocaust Memorial Week for All - The Corvallis Advocate

Video: The Happiest Man on Earth: 99 Year Old Holocaust Survivor

100-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Still Searching For Photos Of His Lost Family

Oldest living Holocaust survivor in Memphis recounts atrocities

Engrossed in a Holocaust story that resonates
Sean Kirst: 'I won't be silent if I live,' vows 96-year-old Holocaust survivor
"You lived day to day": Remembering victims of the Holocaust
Holocaust survivor forms friendship with WWII Army veteran who liberated him from concentration camp
Community honors Queens woman who lived through Holocaust, fought for Polish resistance
Sami Steigmann crashes Clubhouse
SamiSpeaks program features Holocaust survivor Sami Steigmann | Jewish Community Voice
Marianne Steiner, 101, stylish Holocaust survivor who supported research on German Jewry
Henry Reches, a Holocaust survivor who later became an Internal Revenue Service officer, dies
Marie Supikova, Survivor Of Nazi Terror In Czech Village, Dies At 88
Isabelle Teresa Huber | Claremont Courier
L.A. Organizations Partner With March Of The Living For Virtual Yom HaShoah Conference
A Queens Rabbi Unlocked My Grandmother’s Story of Surviving Auschwitz
Holocaust Memorial To Be A Place Of Remembrance, Reflection, Knowledge
Dedication memorializes Holocaust victims
N.J. Holocaust survivors celebrate 70th anniversary as Jews commemorate lives lost
41st Annual Governor’s Holocaust Commemoration
Arkansas Passes Bill Requiring Public School Educators To Teach Holocaust History
Arizona Holocaust-education bill stalls over IHRA anti-Semitism amendment
IHRA Amendment Threatens To Stall Arizona Holocaust Education Bill
Neo-Nazis Clash With Protesters in Arizona Before Leader's Arrest in Video
Holocaust Survivor Shares The Story She Once Tried To Forget
Holocaust Survivor Recounts Escape On Yom Hashoa
Holocaust survivor shares her story, calls for mandatory Holocaust education, says Duxbury situation made her cry
Holocaust survivor shares stories in a day of remembrance
95-year-old Holocaust survivor in Hanover recalls the tragedy on Holocaust Day of Remembrance
Holocaust remembrance day vigil help at Elmhurst’s Janta House
Local Holocaust educator advocates for correct education of students across the state
The Holocaust Through The Eyes Of A Survivor
Holocaust survivor living in Lexington recalls Nazi Germany - ABC 36 News
Holocaust's 'Righteous' Need To Be Remembered Too, Survivor's Son Says
Unknown Child exhibit pays tribute to the children who perished in the Holocaust
Remembering the Holocaust

Holocaust Survivor Judith Altmann: Learn All You Can, Help Whenever You Can

97-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Writes Book On Memories Of Captivity

How a Holocaust survivor, now Dallas resident came to trust a new college grad to write his life story

Conversations with a Holocaust survivor

Holocaust Survivor Speaks To Carbon Hill Students

Holocaust survivor, family members share harrowing stories of survival

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, SLC woman shares mother's survival story

West Chester woman recalls Holocaust through diaries

The Story Of Jack Adler: A Slave Laborer In The Holocaust

The untold tale of David Adler

North Dakotans recall 'Hell on Earth,' Holocaust atrocities that changed their families forever | Grand Forks Herald

Josh Mandel, don’t you remember what the Holocaust’s bigotry and hate cost our two families? Jacob Appelbaum

Beyond the Shoah: Trudy Gettinger one of many affected by the Holocaust

Fate has starring role in Holocaust-surviving illustrator’s memoir for children

You Can Talk to a Holocaust Survivor at New NSU Exhibit

Alive Forever: Visitors Can Virtually Speak With Holocaust Survivor At NSU Exhibit

Holocaust Education Won't Succeed Without Storytelling

New Technology Connects Holocaust Survivors

Florida Holocaust Museum's new app enhances visitor experience | Jewish Press of Tampa

Fact check: Image of mother and child before Holocaust slaughter is from 1980s television series

Weaving trauma, inspiring hope

What Holocaust Stories Reveal About Shame And Sexual Assault

Elly’s story of the Holocaust

A Holocaust Survivor's Amazing Story

Harry Harellick: Memories Forgotten Of The Darkest Of Times

Retired Omaha doctor learns how he escaped the Holocaust, a story told in new book

Listen: Holocaust survivor keeps promise to his mother to tell their story

'Always Ask Questions': Holocaust Survivor Speaks To Sophomores At Grand Island Senior High

Holocaust survivor Jack Adler preaches Golden Rule in interview with Greeley area teacher
Here's What I Learned When My Dad Finally Agreed To Tell Me About His Time At Auschwitz
Happy Birthday, Dad, I Still Miss You
Daughter Of Holocaust Survivors Speaks On Honoring Her Parents
Katie Preston's Journey Through the Holocaust- Part 1 of 3
Katie Preston's Journey Through the Holocaust- Part 2 of 3
Katie Preston's Journey Through the Holocaust- Part 3 of 3
Holocaust Remembrance Day 2021: Remember the fragility of democracy, local rabbi says
Japanese Holocaust educator honored by Palm Beach district
Cranford Community Declares 'Never Again' At Holocaust Remembrance Event
Virginia Tech students share stories of ancestors who died, survived the Holocaust
Holocaust Remembrance Day
Holocaust Survivor Elie Wiesel's 'Wounded Faith' Endures
Holocaust Survivor Shares Her Story At Fort Sill
Review: A Holocaust Survivor's Striking Art On Display
Aging Holocaust Survivors Form A Musical Band
Academy remembers millions lost in Holocaust
SFA student group hosts survivor for Holocaust Remembrance Day
‘Their stories seeped into my system’: How Judy Batalion found the stories of overlooked female
Polish WWII resistance fighters
Forgotten until now, these female resistance fighters lured Hitler’s soldiers to their deaths
Judy Batalion Adapts Untold Holocaust Stories for Young Readers
Heroines we need: Rewriting the Holocaust to unearth female leaders
'The Light Of Days' Tells The Stories Of Young Jewish Women Resistance Fighters In WWII
Poland
Smuggler, fighter, courier, spy: How Jewish women defied the Nazis in Poland
New Book Explores The Heroic Women-in Resistance Inside Nazi Death Camps
Professor Recognized for Book on Pioneer in Holocaust Studies
Adventure story is gentle introduction to the Holocaust - San Diego Jewish World
Apollo Chamber Players, Holocaust Museum Houston 'Music For Exile'
World Premiere Play Honoring Holocaust Remembrance Comes To Centers For The Arts Bonita Springs
The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum Keeps Up Need To Remember
New York's Museum Of Jewish Heritage Makes History Come Alive
Songs of survival from Yale’s Fortunoff Archive of Holocaust testimonies
Stanford begins work on massive Nuremberg archive – J.

‘It Started with Words’

Residents push back on Sandy Springs plan for new cultural arts center

Composer shares powerful testimonials during Holocaust Remembrance event

Holocaust Miniseries Starring Meryl Streep Premiered 43 Years Ago Today

For Holocaust survivors turning to virtual events, a year of silence was ‘unimaginable’

Holocaust Remembrance Day Takes On Extra Urgency Amid Rise In Hate Crimes In US

Rutgers fraternity house egged during Holocaust remembrance event, school says

Honoring Yom HaShoah: Holocaust Remembrance Day

Brandeis Clubs Host Virtual And In-Person Events To Commemorate The Holocaust

Greenville church holds Holocaust commemoration

Holocaust Days of Remembrance observed annually

Central Oregon Jewish Groups Commemorate The Holocaust

A Moment In Time: Yom HaShoah - Who Defines The Jewish People?

Holocaust Survivors Should Be Recognized With Special Day, Leaders Say

How a new Holocaust 'seder' is preparing for a post-survivor world– J.

A Lifetime Of Resilience

As numbers dwindle, Holocaust survivor Max Glauben worries new generations are forgetting

Schachter: Have We Forgotten The Holocaust?

Children's memorial Garden At Holocaust Museum

Holocaust memorial first of its kind at Rollins - The Sandspur

Holocaust survivor and author speaks on her journey at Community Flex Time

'Never again': Grad student uses music to educate others about Holocaust

Activism theater: ‘The Mitzvah Project’

Holocaust Remembrance Looks To Save Memories

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, center devoted to prevention hails new home

Students Petition Holocaust Curriculum - Addison Independent

Yom Hashoah can help us improve Holocaust education - opinion

Paper Trails: Holocaust studies get spotlight

Sioux City's annual Tolerance Week goes online due to COVID concerns

Holocaust Activity Removed After Backlash At W.T. Woodson High

‘We consecrate and we plunder’

Body language: 'Numbered' looks at the legacy of concentration camp tattoos
Bracelet Traced Back To St. Louis Holocaust Survivor Will Be On Display At Museum Here
Letter: Local Holocaust Survivor's Bracelet Affirmed His Existence
St. Louis native mines relationship with Holocaust survivor father for rock opera
Tuesday: Composer Tells Father’s Story From Auschwitz To St. Louis In Rock-Opera Concert
Holocaust survivors who met in WWII orphanage finally reunite — over Zoom
My Grandfather Fled the Nazis. I Moved to His Old Neighborhood
My Grandparents' Immigration Lies Shaped My Father's View Of Justice
Ori Bachner won’t let herself forget her saba’s ordeal
Readers Write: The Holocaust: Not Long Ago, Not Far Away
Drawing on Their Escapes From the Nazis, These Artists Became Celebrated Cartoonists
12-Year-Old Highland Park Girl Raises Money For Holocaust Museum
Senate Offers 250k Cut For Florida Holocaust Museum
A Ghost in the War Machine
Laurie Cardoza Moore: Get Holocaust Education Into Schools And Antisemitism Out
DeLaSalle Educator's Holocaust Efforts Honored With Courage To Teach Award
Greenwich Entertainment Acquires Holocaust Film ‘Love It Was Not’ About Remarkable Auschwitz Relationship
Holocaust Doc Final Account Reveals the 'Ordinariness of the People Who Perpetrate Genocide': Watch the Trailer
Film premiere highlights heroic Goshen family during Holocaust
For Holocaust Remembrance Day, 5 books that teach children the history
A Fierce, Brief Book About the Holocaust
Interview with author Menachem Kaiser to discuss his book, Plunder: A Memoir of Family Property and Nazi Treasure
Hadassah: An American Story
Steven Spielberg launches foundation to fund Jewish-themed documentaries
A 1998 Spielberg-produced Holocaust documentary will be streamed on Netflix
Spielberg-Produced Holocaust Documentary To Be Streamed On Netflix
How Adrien Brody Lost 30 Pounds For His Role In 'The Pianist'
We The Children Of The Second Generation - Poem
Wannsee: A Poem For Yom HaShoah
Writing poetry helps me process the unspeakable evils of the Holocaust
Female Courage During the Holocaust
Mirroring BBC's "My Grandparents' War” American Writer Discovers Holocaust Hero Grandfather
What Painter Alice Neel Saw In Jewish Faces
How the Holocaust Survivor Community Fought 1961’s ‘Battle of New Orleans’
All the world is a ghetto in Frank London's ambitious new solo album – J.
Mira Kimmelman ‘Learning from the Holocaust’ Contest open to middle, high school students
Local Nonprofit Advancing Knowledge Of The Holocaust Through Art
Lincoln Family Letters From Holocaust Victims Come Alive In School Play
Seven MMI Students Place In Israel T. Mildred Klapper Memorial Holocaust Essay
A Positive Impact
Mandy Patinkin Breaks Down in Tears Learning He Lost Family in the Holocaust
Mandy Patinkin breaks down on 'Finding Your Roots' – The ...
Mandy Patinkin breaks down in tears when he learns that he lost family in the Holocaust on ‘Finding Your Roots’
Mandy Patinkin Learns He Had Family In The Holocaust
New York City Based Actor Shares Play And Background Collaboration With Holocaust Resource Center
11 Dollar Bill Produces “The Tattooed Torah,” an Animated Children’s Film about the Holocaust
The Holocaust will never be retro chic
Deni Avdija writes ‘will remember’ in Hebrew on sneakers for game on eve of Israel’s Holocaust remembrance day
Deni Avdija writes ‘remember’ in Hebrew on shoes to commemorate Holocaust
My Cousin Fritz Was Married to a Nazi
Holocaust architect Heinrich Himmler's dagger up for sale in US
Portland Auction House Won't Sell Nazi Leader Heinrich Himmler's Dagger Citing Community Outrage
Oregon auction house pulls Nazi memorabilia following 'Post' query
Oregon auction house removes Himmler’s purported dagger after Jewish groups complain
Neo-Nazi leader arrested in Arizona for aggravated assault
Antifascists out Proud Boys and Neo-Nazi groups behind 'White Lives Matter' rallies
No prison time for transgender ex-neo-Nazi in threat case
Swastikas Daubed. Anti-Semitic Slurs Yelled On Connecticut Campus Over Passover
Letter: Holocaust Remembrance Day vandalism at UMass, one year later
Graffiti at North Rockland playground brings call for lessons about the Holocaust
Do Bronies Have a ‘Nazi Problem’? FedEx Shooting Shines Light on Faction of Subculture
PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

**We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities.** If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. *We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.*
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